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Bruno David Gallery announces the exhibitions, In Pono by Alex Couwenberg,
Window Women by Jill Downen and the group exhibition
Los Angeles Painting: Formalism to Street Art

ST. LOUIS, MO ( August 23, 2017 ) — Bruno
David Gallery’s opens its 12th season with “In
Pono” a one-person exhibition of paintings and
prints by Los Angeles-based artist Alex
Couwenberg. In conjunction with the
exhibition, Bruno David Gallery Publications
will publish a catalogue of the artist’s work
with an exhibition history and bibliography.
In his fourth solo show with the gallery, painter
Alex Couwenberg creates images that are
inspired by the elements from his
surroundings. In Pono, is a Hawaiian term
suggesting a state of harmony and balance. Not
only does this reference the two different
bodies of work in the exhibition (paintings and
prints) and how they relate to one another, but
also his outlook on life, family and studio
practice. Couwenberg spends part of the year
working and teaching on the Big Island of
Hawaii and the rest of the year in Los Angeles. “It’s all about the pursuit of balance,” he says, keeping yourself
healthy both physically and mentally and constantly moving forward in your vision.
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The core of Couwenberg's work and process references his Los Angeles roots. It suggests an aesthetic
associated with custom cars, music, surf culture, and modernist design, all aesthetically indicative of the
region. Historically, his work pays a visual homage to the art-making styles connected with Los Angeles and
Southern California dating back to the 1950's. His work nods towards the Hard Edge and Geometric
Abstractionists, the Finish Fetish, and the Light and Space artists. All of whom have contributed over the
years to the visual landscape of LA's art making community. Through a series of additive and reductive moves
and passes, Couwenberg creates multilayered and multidimensional works that chase the ideas of harmony
and balance, In Pono.
A graduate of the Art Center College of Design in Pasadena and The Claremont Graduate School, Alex
Couwenberg has shown in several solo and group exhibitions throughout the United States, Canada, Europe,
and Asia. His work can be found in numerous public, private, corporate, and museum collections around the
world. Recent museum acquisitions include the Lancaster Museum of Art and History, Laguna Art Museum,
Crocker Museum of Art, Long Beach Museum of Art, and the Daum Museum in Missouri. In 2007, Couwenberg
was awarded the Joan Mitchell Foundation Award for his achievements in painting, and was recently featured
as the subject of Los Angeles based filmmaker Eric Minh Swenson’s documentary, “Mana”, which focuses on
the artist's life and studio practices. Couwenberg recently exhibited a body of paintings in a two-person show
along with his mentor Karl Benjamin in Los Angeles. The show was part of the Getty Museum's ongoing
"Pacific Standard Time" project highlighting Southern California artists and their contributions towards art
making. He is currently working on a monograph of his work in collaboration with Griffith Moon Publishing
and lives and works in both Los Angeles, and the Big Island of Hawaii.

For visuals and further information, please contact the gallery at info@brunodavidgallery.com
Alex Couwenberg and Bruno L. David are available for interviews.
Video-interviews of Alex Couwenberg at his Los Angeles studio and Bruno David Gallery
by Eric Minh Swenson (2012 & 2013)
Watch interviews at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prZ6aGRTWhg
And https://youtu.be/l4TLmGoXLyk?list=PL3fyotRuC0zFUXKILRCgHTP35SNge7buW
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Bruno David and Los Angeles-based curator Andi Campognone are pleased to announce a group exhibition
Los Angeles Painting: Formalism to Street Art. The exhibition, at the Clayton location, will include 21 Los
Angeles-based artists. All the artists in this exhibition, react to their surrounding with their medium. From a
formal use of geometry, to the experiential use of color, to figurative works, they all tell the story of Los
Angeles.

Shiva Aliabadi
Kelly Berg
Justin Bower
Ben Brough
Rebecca Campbell
Amir Fallah
Samantha Fields

David Flores
Jimi Gleason
Dion Johnson
David Lloyd
Stevie Love
Constance Mallinson
Andy Moses

Ruth Pastine
Andrew Schoultz
Anne Elizabeth Sobieski
Chris Trueman
Mark Dean Veca
Andre Yi
Victor Hugo Zayas

Los Angeles has a range of landscapes. As such it provides roots, and inspiration from the rich history of
modern American landscape painting to the innovative use of new materials and the inception of light and
space genre. This geographic benefit combined with LA’s unique climate, affordable studio space and access
to unusual materials, has enabled artists to work out ideas experimentally. As a result, the city has become
known for fostering reinvention that progresses the established American art.
Los Angeles has its own history – celebrating diversity between self-taught and academy educated artists. It
boasts more equitable recognition when considering gender and ethnicity. LA Painting: Formalism to Street
Art will sample works from across these divisions. This show presents a range of experience of color, light
and line. Many of the artists have evolved preexisting thoughts to form a second generation of ideas -telling a
21st century story of Los Angeles through paint.
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Marking the artist’s fifth solo exhibition with the gallery, Jill Downen presents an installation Window
Women in the WINDOW ON FORSYTH (on view 24/7), a stack of sculptural blocks representing female
breasts that command attention. Stacked in neat rows, subtle nuance reveals that each is uniquely shaped, a
result of the artist’s additive and subtractive processes, layering plaster and sanding surfaces to achieve
feminine curves. Presented at street level, is this a nod to Amsterdam’s women in windows, fecundity
available for consumption? Or is this an homage to Artemis, the ancient Greek diva of Ephesus, with a cultural
stream of commerce flowing from the goddess image? Downen’s work addresses such dialogue in relation to
contemporary situations such as women’s marches and a nasty women arsenal in pursuit of equality.
Jill Downen has received
numerous awards including
the John Simon Guggenheim
Memorial Foundation
Fellowship, the MacDowell
Colony National
Endowment for the Arts
residency, and Cité
International des Arts
Residency in Paris. She has
created site specific
installations for museums
such as American
University Museum in
Washington DC, the
Oklahoma City Museum of
Art, and the Contemporary
Art Museum St. Louis Great
Rivers Biennial and its 10th
Anniversary exhibition,
Place is the Space. Downen
has been invited to lecture
about her work extensively,
including the Phillips Collection in Washington, D.C. and the Luce Irigaray Circle Philosophy Conference in
New York. Her art has been reviewed in publications including Art in America, Sculpture Magazine, Art Papers,
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, The New York Times and Bad at Sports. She holds a BFA from the Kansas City Art
Institute and an MFA as a Danforth Scholar from Sam Fox School of Design & Visual Arts - Washington
University in St. Louis. Jill Downen is an assistant professor of sculpture at the Kansas City Art Institute.
This exhibition in WINDOW ON FORSYTH will be on view through November 11, 2017.
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“The Wish Box Project” will be at the Bruno David Gallery on September 2nd during our opening night.
In conjunction with the Pick the City UP tour, Saint Louis Story Stitchers presents “The Wish Box Project.”
Story Stitchers artist-in-residence Anna Maria Tucker is the lead project artist. Story Stitchers seeks to collect
data about attitudes and concerns towards public health issues in St. Louis neighborhoods. During the visit,
everyone will be welcome to. fill out one of four cards: I wish... I want... I have... I need...
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For visuals and further information, please contact the gallery at info@brunodavidgallery.com
Alex Couwenberg, Jill Downen and several Los Angeles artists are available for interviews.

##

Bruno David Gallery
Public Hours: Wednesday through Saturday
11:00 am – 6:00 pm (And by appointment)
Email: info@brunodavidgallery.com
Website: brunodavidgallery.com
Tel: 1.314.696.2377

ABOUT THE BRUNO DAVID GALLERY & BRUNO DAVID PROJECTS
Founded in 1983 in New York City, Bruno David Gallery and Bruno David Projects has been a leading art gallery since its establishment in
Saint Louis in 2005. Bruno David represents some of the most innovative artists practicing in Saint Louis, along with artists of international
reputation.
Connect with Bruno David Gallery
TWITTER @bdavidgallery & @bdavidprojects
INSTAGRAM instagram.com/brunodavidgallery/ FACEBOOK facebook.com/brunodavidgallery
GOOGLE+ plus.google.com/112677784125453318003 Enews GOOD ART NEWS goodartnews.com/
Ebook publications on ISSUU issuu.com/brunodavidgallery Purchase publications on LULU lulu.com/spotlight/brunodavidgallerypublications
Hashtags: #BrunoDavidGallery #BrunoDavidProjects #AlexCouwenberg #InPono #WindowOnForsyth #painting #print #woodcut #Hawaii
#LosAngelesArtist #TheWishBox #SaintLouisStoryStitchers #JillDownen #WindowWomen
Bruno David Gallery was first established by Bruno David in New York City (1983) and later in St. Louis (2005).

Images: Alex Couwenberg: Chatterbox, 2017. Acrylic on canvas, 66 x 72 inches; Come On, 2017. Acrylic on canvas, 22 x 34
inches. © 2017 Alex Couwenberg and Bruno David Gallery. Jill Downen: Window Women, 2017. Plaster and mixed media, Size
variable. © 2017 Jill Downen and Bruno David Gallery All International Rights Reserved. Works of individual artists remain the
intellectual property and are copyrighted by their respective authors. No unauthorized reproduction, all rights reserved. Gallery
approval must be granted prior to reproduction.

TWO LOCATIONS
BRUNO DAVID GALLERY
7 5 1 3 FOR SYTH BOU L EVAR D SAI N T L OU I S MO 6 3 1 0 5 3 14 . 696 . 2 3 77
INFO@BRUNODAVIDGALLERY.COM WWW.BRUNODAVIDGALLERY.COM
BRUNO DAVID PROJECTS
1245 S. VANDEVENTER AVENUE SAINT LOUIS MO 63110 314.696.2377
INFO@BRUNODAVIDPROJECTS.COM WWW. BRUNODAVIDPROJECTS.COM
By appointment only

